Bob Hope – Illuminati Pimp
The disparity between Bob Hope’s public persona as entertainer of US troops, and the sordid reality causes cognitive dissonance.

Many entertainers are products of MK-Ultra mind control and prostitution. This article describes the early days of a system which is pervasive in the entertainment industry today. People like Bob Hope were pimps, pedophiles & programmers.

“The bimbos that Hollywood has foisted on us as “stars” are largely mind-controlled playthings of the elite.”

by Zen Gardner
(for henrymakow.com)

Bob Hope’s work with the private “United Services Organization,” (USO) entertaining troops around the world, was part of the Illuminati’s MK-Ultra program. They used mind controlled sex slaves to convey messages, advance policies, and dispense sexual services to deserving (possibly mind controlled) generals and politicians.

The bimbos that Hollywood has foisted on us as “stars” are largely mind-controlled playthings of the elite.
When you look back at the sexed up mannequins that Bob Hope toured with, it makes perfect sense. Marilyn Monroe, Doris Day, Jane Russell, (left) Ginger Rogers, Barbara Eden, were all stamped out by the same mold. Then later on Monarch subjects like Brooke Shields, Jessica Simpson and Carmen Electra joined the squad. It’s mind-bogglingly obvious when you stand back to look at it, knowing even they don’t know.

What’s especially unique is that **the USO is NOT part of the government.** This allows this sinister organization to freely operate under the aegis of U.S. Military-Hollywood-Political apparatus. Very clever. And it has had a free hand on transferring mind control assets for years.

The web site **Intheknow7 blog** writes:

“The USO was designed as a premiere traveling road show for Monarch Slaves with Master of Ceremonies Bob Hope showcasing some of the most beautiful and talented Mind Controlled Slaves. Bob Hope was a foreign agent of the British Empire (British Knight; MI6) & Papal Knight (servant of the Jesuits Black Pope & Papacy); completely above ANY U.S. law or Constitutionality w/ full diplomatic immunity and afforded full military attache; Bob Hope was virtually untouchable w/ above top secret security clearances.

“This gave him perfect cover to shuttle Monarch Slaves from base to base, nation to nation, under full military escort with little or no interference from domestic or foreign press, since all U.S.O. activity is under aegis of National Security Agency (NSA) & Dept. of Defense (DOD). Far beyond an Ambassador, Bob Hope operated above State Department levels, having direct access to the Dir. of CIA (DCI), Pentagon, White House & POTUS”
WHISTLE BLOWERS

Brave victims like Brice Taylor (who Hope personally controlled) (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sm-x1feeyEs), Cathy O’Brien and others (http://www.savethemales.ca/000683.html) have exposed the abuse and mind control.

In her book “Thanks for the Memories,” Brice writes, “What most of you have not been allowed to know is that years ago, at the outset of the Cold War, permission was given to a hidden group of so-called ‘professionals and leaders’ to experiment on the unsuspecting American populace in an effort to further a variety of advanced technology.”

“The technology gleaned by the American leaders, medical professionals and scientists was in the form of bio-electromagnetic frequency medicine, genetic engineering, mind control, brain research, near-death experimentation, paranormal/psychic experimentation, remote viewing, time and space
Fritz Springmeier elaborates on Bob Hope’s role: “There have been numerous connections in this author’s research about the Illuminati/CIA mind control which connects back to the U.S.O. (the American military entertainers that traveled in USO units on tours.) The story about how the USO was used to carry messages to mind-controlled agents and military men would include many names...The military apparently was already using programmed killers to carry out deadly assignments...Bob Hope & the USO was used to carry trigger words to these mind-controlled people.”

(Hope in Aleister Crowley pose. Hope was MI-6 agent. MI-6 set up CIA)

“Likewise, what better person to pick than Bob Hope to run messages worldwide? Bob Hope was British, and MI6 knew they could trust him. Bob Hope has an excellent ability to learn and say lines. Bob was...great with words, knowing how to fit them together and to make puns and double and triple meaning sentences. His ability to construct sentences with double meanings was a great cover for the hidden messages he transmitted for allied intelligence during the war. If you want to keep a secret the best place is out in the open...”

“Bob Hope, who was already a radio and movie star before W.W.II, was given wide publicity as he traveled all over for the U.S.O. Bob Hope was ‘just an entertainer,’ and yet he visited Roosevelt, Churchill, Eisenhower, Patton, and all kinds of military men...”

“Bob traveled all over the world to every front during the war, including England, Africa, the South Pacific, the East & west coasts of the U.S. the Caribbean, Panama, etc. He could fit all kinds of signals into his jokes and talks, and no one would be the wiser. Under the disguise of building morale by...
being a comedian, Bob could go anywhere and because he always was making jokes, no one took him seriously.

(Bob Hope and Gen George Patton. Readers differ over whether this is a Masonic handshake
[https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bob_Hope#/media/File:HopewithGroupMeetsPattonWW2.jpg])

“Bob Hope was a courier, a message bearer of coded messages...Sometimes the coded messages almost seem to jump out when you look at his wartime talks M16 and MIS’s Section BIA under the supervision of London’s W Board and 20 Committee oversaw the running of double agents and mind-controlled couriers and mind-controlled spies. Special Intelligence Service (SIS) for the British dealt a great deal with mind-control of all types...”...

more...

– See more at: http://henrymakow.com/bob_hope_-_uso_mind_control_se.html#sthash.jK0skn5R.dpuf (http://henrymakow.com/bob_hope_-_uso_mind_control_se.html#sthash.jK0skn5R.dpuf)

(https://wikkorg.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/79567-adn_animation.gif)
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1. Thnx for this. I played in Nevada casinos in the mid 70’s and was “discovered” in another state @ a resort spot my group performed at… then brought to Tahoe (1st) where the person who hired-managed me was with Bob Hope’s Org. Without sharing too much, I was warned by their photographers who did our Top 40 band pics , “to be on the alert as I was a nice -naive’ girl and very green, not knowing what I was getting into as a sweet Catholic girl” (which I was). To make a long story short…we began to get uncomfortable feelings and let go of their Mgr after a few yrs, returning to our original state when I married a fellow musician. Still-they continued to contact me to return to Hope’s Org (only me, none of the other male players). They made it very lucrative, w/recording contracts & opening for big names...again excluding the men in our Disco band-just wanting me. I had become a strong biblical Christian by this time & though it sounded like a super opportunity, I turned it down. Twice (maybe 3-4 x’s ) after that , I again was tempted w/ some big opportunities as I’d continued to play ‘casual market gigs’ in my home state, teach, do music w/ the sick & dying and chose to decline...which some of my girlfriends were aghast at-saying I could have “made it big”.

Of course, now being a Grandma & pushing 70, I see this site, the book as well as Cathy Obrien’s youtubes and info which has really been an eye opener. It’s made me look back & be thankful for praying, trusting my gut , my 1st husband’s instincts as well as the photographer who warned me. Little did I know how damaged I may have been by saying “yes” to the carrots of greed & stardom in my youth.